Abstract. Location management deals with the procedure to update the current location of a mobile terminal (MT) and with the procedure to deliver incoming calls to that called MT. Basically, the performance evaluation of location management procedures are dependent on the MT's mobility behavior, on the MT's cell residence time and on the call arrival process to the MT. In the open literature, the typical analysis for location management has been addressed under the assumptions of a random walk mobility model, the exponential cell sojourn time of the MT -some times relaxed to a general probability distribution functionand the exponential inter-arrival time distribution for incoming calls. However, the random walk model seems not to be valid as many mobile users follow some daily trajectories, such as from home to the working place, from the working place to the shopping center, etc. To reflect a more realistic movement pattern, we propose a directional oriented mobility model. And as a consequence of that, we also propose a lookahead procedure combined with the movement-based location update scheme, with the main idea of saving signaling traffic through the air interface. In the lookahead strategy we analytically derive closed form expressions for the mean number of location update (LU) messages triggered by the MT between two consecutive call arrivals and the paging probabilities to evaluate the paging cost under some selective paging strategies. The analysis has been carried out assuming a general cell residence time and a renewal point process for call arrivals to the MT.
Introduction
Mobility management is a key functionality that aims in providing ubiquitous telecommunication services in wireless mobile access networks. Mobility management procedures can be classified as handoff management and location management. The first procedure aims to guarantee the continuity of an on going call when the mobile terminal (MT) visits a new cell. Location management is defined as a set of procedures that allow a MT being located at anytime, anywhere, so that incoming calls may be delivered to that MT. This set consists of location update (LU) and call delivery (CD). The LU process consists of maintaining the MT location information updated in the system database. The database entry of an MT is updated whenever the MT triggers an LU message or an incoming call is delivered. The CD procedure is decomposed into two steps: interrogation and terminal paging (PG). Firstly, in the interrogation step, the system database is queried to obtain the Registration Area (RA) where the MT is supposed to be in. Afterwards, the PG procedure follows, i.e., the MT is searched by polling the set of cells of the RA.
There is a trade off between LU and PG procedures. As the number of LU messages increases, the LU cost becomes higher but the PG cost decreases as the MT position is known more accurately. On the other hand, the lower is the number of LUs, the lower is the LU cost; but the uncertainty of the MT position is higher and the PG cost increases.
The performance of a location management procedure is dependent on the mobility patterns of the MT. One of the most extended mobility models used in the evaluation of location tracking is the random walk mobility model, [1] [2] . However, the random walk model is rather unrealistic since many MTs follow daily trajectories such as, as we have said before, from home to the working place, from home to the recreation center, etc. Therefore, in order to evaluate in a proper way the signaling load associated to mobility tracking, more realistic mobility models are required [3] .
In this work we consider a mobility model with a certain directionality, and as a consequence of that information, an enhanced movement-based mobility tracking procedure is proposed. The proposal is based on the lookahead tracking principle and it is illustrated and evaluated in a 2-D scenario.
Movement-Based Location Update

Scenario and Mobility Model
Although hexagonal and square cell layouts in a 2-D scenario can be considered, here we analyze our proposal in the hexagonal cell layout [4] . Cells are located in a plane and they are enumerated according to Fig. 1 . The mobility model is as follows. After a certain sojourn or cell dwell time in cell (i, j), characterized by a probability density function (pdf) f m;i,j (t), our MT will travel in the direction of angles {iπ/3} with probabilities {p i }, counterclockwise, for i = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, respectively. We will assume that all cells have the same size, and that f m;i,j (t) = f m (t). The following probabilities {p i } are considered for our single parameter mobility model
where β is positive number, β ∈ (0, 1) or β ∈ (1, ∞), and D(β) is a normalization factor. Clearly, the parameter β provides a wide range of the directionality of the MT's movement. For instance, if β = 1, p i = 1/6, ∀i, we have the standard random walk model. For β > 1 we have
Clearly when β → ∞ p 0 → 1 the MT will always travel in the same direction, i.e. according to Fig. 1 , towards the right hand side. The higher is β the higher the directionality of our MT will be. 
Lookahead Strategy
Let us consider that at time t = 0 + our MT is located at cell (i, j) = (0, 0), see Fig. 1 . We choose a set of target cells, the Δ set, that our MT will likely find along its trajectory. For example, if β > 1 cells (1, 1), (2, 2) , (3, 3) , ... can be reached by our MT with higher probability than cells (−1, −1), (−2, −2), (−3, −3), ... . Then, each time the MT visits a cell that does not belong to the Δ set, its movement counter is increased in one unit. When the movement counter reaches a certain threshold, say M , it will send a LU message to the network. But, if the MT visits any cell of the Δ set before the threshold M is reached, it will reset its movement counter. Fig. 1 depicts the case of M = 4 and Δ = { (3, 3) , (3, 4) , (4, 3) , (4, 4)}. Obviously the distance d Δ between the starting point, the cell (0, 0) and the nearest target cell, measured in terms of cells, must be such that 0 Fig. 1 . The case d Δ > M is equivalent to having no target cells since, in this case, our MT will trigger LU messages according to the standard movement-based scheme, i.e. no absorption into the Δ set will happen. Notice that, each time the MT triggers a LU message the procedure starts anew at cell (0, 0), i.e. the scenario depicted in Fig. 1 is repeated.
Modeling and Analysis
In this paper we generalize the work [5] in two aspects; first by allowing more than one cell in the Δ set, secondly by considering a general renewal point process for modeling call arrivals to the MT. Then, for a predetermined number of movements m we are interested in the number of LU messages triggered by our MT between two consecutive call arrivals. We say that our MT is in state S i if it is roaming in cell i. Although a natural cell identification in a 2-D space is the use of two indexes, for the sake of simplicity in the mathematic notation we will use a single index. Since the RA where the MT is roaming is configured by a finite number of cells, a correspondence between the identification with two indexes and the identification with a single index can be established. Then, starting from state S 0 , cell (0, 0) in Fig. 1 , if an absorption into the Δ set happens at movement M or before, the MT will reset its movement counter. If the MT visits a cell that does not belong to the Δ set it will increase in one unit its movement counter. When the movement counter reaches the threshold M without being absorbed into the Δ set, the MT will trigger a LU message and the process starts anew at state S 0 .
The analysis can be formulated by building a suitable Markov chain and using some useful taboo probabilities [6] . We call H f (n) i,j the conditional probability that the Markov chain enters state S j for the first time at the nth step, having initially started from state S i and avoiding the set of states H.
With no loss of generality, in the sequel we assume that the Δ set of absorbing states is configured by three cells, j, k and l, that is, Δ = {j, k, l}. Also, we denote by Δ s the complementary set of cells in Δ with respect to cell s. In our case
Then, if initially the MT is in state S 0 the probability that in M movements no absorption into the Δ set occurs, P nab(0,Δ) (M ), is given by
Also, if initially the MT is in state S s , for (s = j, k, l) the probability that in M movements no absorption into the Δ set occurs, P nab(s,Δ) (M ), is given by
NOTE: Details on how the taboo probabilities
i,j } are evaluated are given in the internal report [7] .
The Number of Location Update Messages
Mean Number of LU Messages for a Fixed Number of Movements
Let P 
and
where (more details are given in [7] )
with P (m)
Therefore, the mean number of LU messages triggered by the MT between two consecutive call arrivals, # LU , can be expressed as
where α(m) is the probability of m cell boundary crossings between two consecutive call arrivals. α(m) is derived in the next section.
On the Number of Cell Boundary Crossing between Two Call Arrivals
We assume that calls arrive to the MT following a renewal point process with inter-arrival time pdf given by f c (t). We denote f * c (s) the Laplace transform (LT) of f c (t). Then, α(k) is given by (see [7] ),
In (6), f * m (s) is the LT of f m (t); the pdf of the MT dwell time or residence time in a cell, with mean value 1/λ m = −f * m (0). f * mr (s) is the LT of the residual cell residence time, f * mr (t). Following the residual life theorem [8] we have
Mean Number of LU between Two Consecutive Call Arrivals
In order to obtain a closed form expression for (5) first we define the following generating functions
with
Then, from (3) and (4) 
Therefore, solving (9) we get the expression for M * 0 (z)
Secondly, from (3)- (6) we can write, after some algebra, [7] ,
The last equality in (11) 
Paging Probabilities
Let π (m)
i,t denotes the probability that starting at cell i the MT is located at cell t after m movements. Then, following the arguments used in section 3.1 we can write, for i = 0
and for the Δ set, cells i = s ∈ Δ ≡ {j, k, l}
Therefore the set of probabilities {π i,t } can be expressed as
For i = 0, (14) gives the probability that the MT is located at cell j when a call arrival occurs. To evaluate the set {π 0,t } we follow a similar procedure to that in section 3. To that end, first, let us define the following generating functions, π * 0,t (z) and π * Δ,t (z)
Then, from equations (12) and (13) a linear relationships between π * 0,j (z) and π * Δ,t (z) is obtained. That is
Therefore, solving (16) for π * 0,t (z) we have
Secondly, from (12)-(13) and (6) the paging probabilities, (14) for i = 0, can be written as
As in (11), Cauchy's Residue Theorem is used to reach the last equality in (18).
Paging Procedure
We have evaluated the PG cost for the conventional blanket or single step paging, η = 1 and for two selective paging schemes with delays η = 2 and η = 3. In the illustrative example we have used a single absorbing state for the Δ set. Also, we have implemented the line-paging philosophy suggested in [9] . To that end 
Numerical Analysis
The following assumptions have been established. A Gamma distributed for the cell residence time, with pdf and LT given by 
with mean value 1/λ c and C (1 + a n )(1 − a) (1 − a n )(1 + a) ≤ 1 for 0 < a < 1 and n any natural number. On the other hand, the hyper-exponential distribution
with mean value equal to 1/λ c and C . A significant saving is achieved when selective paging is implemented as it can be seen in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 . The saving is quite noticeable from blanket polling (not shown in the paper, since it is quite trivial) to the two step PG or polling scheme. Also a noticeable saving is obtained from two step polling to three step polling. As additional observation we realize that, for a fixed number of PG steps, and for a fixed C 2 m , the paging cost is no sensitive to the interarrival process. Also, for a fixed number of paging steps, for a fixed value of C 
Conclusions
In this paper we have proposed and studied within a general framework, a lookahead location update procedure with selective paging. We have seen that the information about the directionality of the mobile terminal's movement can be used to save signaling cost associated to movement-based location management procedures. With a lookahead scheme the size of the registration area increases and a selective paging scheme is recommended to avoid a noticeable increment in the paging cost. The net effect is a significant saving in the total signaling traffic on the common air interface. We believe that this scheme could be used by mobile operators where mobile terminals follow certain daily or customary trajectory.
